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Style Analysis
Quarterly Note
Methodology

The 27four quantitative research team conducts style based analysis on the top 100 shares (by market capitalisation) listed on the JSE. The styles considered include, momentum, value, growth, low volatility and quality. Back-testing is conducted on 
27four’s proprietary JSE database where shares are sorted into style benchmark ‘portfolios’ monthly based on several style proxies. Style benchmark returns are calculated on a buy-and-hold basis applying market capitalization and factor weighting. 
Market capitalization weighting implies assigning each share an initial in-portfolio weight based on their sorting date market capitalization while factor weighting implies applying the normalised style score (proxy) as the initial weighting. The results of 
both market capitalisation and factor weighting are presented. Importantly, both market capitalisation and factor weighted portfolios are identical in terms of share constituents, the only difference being the initial weight assigned at each portfolio sort date.

The proxy for each style is described on the table below:

Style Proxy Style Factor Name/Detail Inverse Style Factor Style Factor Premium

Momentum
Historical cumulative return measured over the previous 252 trading days 
excluding the most recent 21 days of return

Winner = top 30 shares based on momentum rank Loser = bottom 30 shares based on momentum rank Winner minus Loser

Value
Linear combination of earnings yield (EY) and cashflow per share*2 
(CFPS)

Value = top 30 shares based on z-score combination of EY and 
CFPS

Growth*1 = bottom 30 shares based on z-score 
combination of EY and CFPS

Value minus Growth

Low Volatility
Linear combination of idiosyncratic risk and market beta measured over 
the previous 252 trading days

Low Vol = bottom 30 shares based on z-score combination of 
standard deviation and market beta

High Vol = top 30 shares based on z-score combination 
of standard deviation and market beta

Low Vol minus High Vol

Quality
Linear combination of return on assets (ROA), return on equity (ROE)and 
debt to equity ratio (D/E)

Quality = top 30 shares based on z-score combination of ROA, 
ROE less DE

Junk = bottom 30 shares based on z-score combination 
of ROA, ROE less DE

Quality minus Junk

Style performance as at 31 March 2020 – market capitalization weighting

Winner Loser Value Growth Low Vol High Vol Quality Junk

1 Month Return -5,49% -28,02% -23,88% -4,03% -4,92% -21,07% 2,30% -12,45%

1 Month Vol. 67,07% 78,63% 78,43% 66,89% 65,58% 100,60% 74,57% 71,98%

3 Month Return -18,78% -36,05% -36,31% -12,52% -17,82% -36,54% -6,88% -25,69%

3 Month Vol. 42,30% 49,86% 49,66% 41,54% 41,99% 63,31% 47,41% 44,08%

6 Month Return -21,59% -25,66% -29,27% -8,76% -22,43% -27,64% -3,94% -28,60%

6 Month Vol. 32,04% 38,24% 37,41% 31,13% 31,96% 47,01% 35,11% 33,16%

1 Year Return -24,85% -25,61% -31,88% -6,40% -17,11% -27,92% -3,94% -27,42%

1 Year Vol. 25,30% 29,63% 29,04% 25,21% 25,02% 35,80% 27,16% 25,87%

3 Year Return -5,23% -9,17% -7,76% 4,55% -7,33% -7,44% 2,20% -7,28%

3 Year Vol. 20,85% 22,69% 20,98% 20,73% 19,19% 26,69% 20,38% 19,16%

5 Year Return -1,17% -7,62% -5,23% 3,87% -1,10% -1,66% 0,26% -8,29%

5 Year Vol. 20,18% 25,78% 21,48% 19,09% 17,43% 27,82% 19,14% 18,10%

10 Year Return 10,47% -1,39% 4,11% 9,58% 11,39% 3,80% 6,40% 4,27%

10 Year Vol. 18,49% 22,16% 20,11% 16,95% 15,14% 24,43% 18,93% 16,38%

*1Academic literature treats growth as the inverse of value however, within the South African framework, growth is considered a popular style and has commanded a premium over value over the recent 5 year cycle

Winner Loser Value Growth Low Vol High Vol Quality Junk

1 Month Return -17,13% -28,46% -21,33% -20,04% -23,07% -20,81% -6,06% -25,35%

1 Month Vol. 88,75% 75,57% 66,76% 82,87% 80,93% 82,68% 61,72% 83,62%

3 Month Return -24,47% -43,75% -35,19% -30,56% -34,41% -33,57% -21,31% -36,45%

3 Month Vol. 55,03% 46,98% 42,49% 49,69% 48,29% 51,06% 38,90% 50,54%

6 Month Return -16,24% -37,90% -29,36% -23,59% -31,69% -23,99% -15,88% -32,21%

6 Month Vol. 40,46% 36,14% 32,39% 36,35% 35,10% 38,16% 29,12% 37,32%

1 Year Return -8,46% -45,53% -34,29% -24,15% -32,59% -24,87% -19,46% -33,77%

1 Year Vol. 30,66% 28,11% 25,83% 27,40% 25,88% 29,25% 22,70% 28,40%

3 Year Return -2,88% -17,58% -8,60% -10,85% -12,80% -8,04% -5,51% -14,37%

3 Year Vol. 21,95% 19,54% 19,15% 18,91% 17,04% 21,68% 17,39% 19,33%

5 Year Return -0,53% -9,57% -1,29% -6,84% -6,17% 1,19% -0,91% -8,93%

5 Year Vol. 20,05% 21,96% 19,49% 17,38% 15,17% 23,54% 16,93% 18,44%

10 Year Return 13,35% -4,19% 7,80% 1,94% 7,48% 1,44% 9,69% 2,12%

10 Year Vol. 17,13% 18,57% 16,81% 14,83% 12,16% 20,90% 15,07% 15,68%

Style performance as at 31 March 2020 – factor weighting

March 2020

*2In-house research has found that book-to-market’s performance as a value proxy has reduced dramatically while cashflow per share has remained consistent
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Momentum
In contrast to the results presented in the last quarterly, especially in consideration of the massive surge in volatility and drawdown risk 
experienced in February and March of this year, market capitalisation weighted momentum over 2020 has dominated factor weighted 
momentum on a long-only and style factor premium basis. Considering the 1 and 3 month long-only momentum returns, market cap. 
weighting has achieved a premium over factor weighting with spreads of 12% and 6% respectively (-5.49% minus -17.13% = 11.63%). 
Consistent with local and international literature, factor weighted momentum dominates market cap. momentum over longer evaluation 
periods in excess of a year.

Value and Growth
Reversing all the gains value made in the last quarter of 2019, growth has outperformed value in 2020. Furthermore, growths recent 
performance has resulted in value only posting relative outperformance over the longer term 3 to 10 year holding periods under the 
assumption of factor weighting. The market cap. weighted results are more extreme, indicating that growth has dramatically outperformed 
value over 2020, being the second best performing long-only factor. The extent of its recent superior relative outperformance stretches 
to every discrete holding period considered, with growth showing a consistent premium over value assuming 1,3,5 and 10 year holding 
periods, implying that there is no visible market capitalisation weighted value premium on the JSE.

Low Volatility
The low volatility results present a distinct dichotomy between market capitalisation weighting and factor weighting, with the former 
showing distinctive qualities expected from a low volatility strategy in terms of achieved volatility and performance. Market cap. 
weighted volatility has shown a premium over high volatility over every sub-period and more importantly, consistently produces the 
lowest achieved volatility amongst the factors considered. Turning to factor weighted low volatility, the results indicate that factor 
weighting detracts from the low volatility premium, with low volatility only producing a premium over high volatility over the full 10 year 
period.

Quality
The benefits of quality investing have been clearly displayed over the most recent quarter. From Q4 2019 to end Q1 2020, irrespective 
of the weighting methodology applied, quality is the best performing style factor on a long only and style premium basis. For instance, 
consider market cap. weighted quality over the previous 1, 3 and 6 month periods where it posted returns in excess of junk of 15%, 
19% and 25% respectively. Moreover, it’s the only style that produced a positive return over the quarter. Lastly, consistent with the 
performance of other style factors, market capitalisation weighting has produced a premium over factor weighting.
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Style correlation: January 2000 to March 2020

Winner Loser Value Growth Low Vol High Vol Quality Junk

Winner 100,00%

Loser 56,34% 100,00%

Value 50,30% 53,75% 100,00%

Growth 79,60% 75,59% 53,48% 100,00%

Low Volatility 70,39% 65,45% 53,71% 81,20% 100,00%

High Volatility 79,14% 83,58% 53,09% 76,26% 57,97% 100,00%

Quality 65,02% 61,06% 92,82% 67,46% 64,63% 63,93% 100,00%

Junk 74,19% 79,67% 57,60% 87,73% 80,68% 73,96% 65,84% 100.00%

Rank Momentum Value Growth Low Volatility Quality

1 DRD Gold Ltd Liberty Holdings Dis-Chem Mondi Pick n Pay Stores 

2 Impala Platinum Anglo Platinum RCL Foods Limited Pioneer Foods Coronation 

3 Sibanye Stillwater Kumba Iron Ore Naspers Adcock Ingram Kumba Iron Ore 

4 Harmony Sasol Gold Fields AECI Cartrack Holdings 

5 Northam Platinum Massmart Zeder Santam AVI 

6 Gold Fields Nedbank Stenprop JSE Clicks Group

7 Cartrack Holdings Capitec Bank Assore Oceana Mr Price Group

8 Anglo American Plat Absa Life Healthcare AVI Anglo Platinum

9 Anglogold Ashanti Barloworld PSG Konsult The Spar Group The Spar Group

10 Royal Bafokeng AECI DRD Gold Ltd Richemont Dis-Chem

Top 10 tickers

The top 10 tickers per style category are described above with each tickers rank being 
determined by its respective styles z-score. Momentum in Q1 was again dominated by 
resources, with 9 out of 10 shares being platinum and gold mining counters. The top 10 
value tickers are diverse and include a number of expected names such as Sasol and 
AECI as well as two of the big four banks. The top 10 growth tickers are highly diversified 
with the top 2 shares being consumer related while Naspers comes in at number 3. Low 
volatility has seen a dramatic shift in terms of constituents where the top 10 counters were 
typically property REIT’s over 2019. As mentioned, quality was the top performing Q1 
style with 6 of the top 10 being consumer discretionary and consumer good companies. 

Given the highly unexpected occurrence of a global pandemic and its impact on global and local equity markets, 
we at 27four thought it would be both informative and beneficial to provide analysis of the performance of styles 
during and post the extreme drawdowns experienced over February and March 2020. To provide some anecdotal 
evidence, we split 2020 into two discrete periods, with 1 January 2020 to 15 March 2020 representing the ‘extreme 
drawdown’ period and 16 March 2020 to 22 April 2020 representing the ‘partial recovery’. Additionally, analysis 
is conducted on the style correlation limited to Q1 2020 which will provide insight as to whether equity styles 
correlations tend to 1 when experiencing idiosyncratic global risk events.

Special Covid-19 analysis
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Q1 2020 style correlation

Winner Loser Value Growth Low Vol High Vol Quality Junk

Winner 100%

Loser 82% 100%

Value 87% 96% 100%

Growth 96% 88% 90% 100%

Low Volatility 91% 89% 91% 97% 100%

High Volatility 98% 89% 92% 96% 91% 100%

Quality 90% 91% 94% 89% 90% 92% 100%

Junk 90% 92% 94% 96% 97% 93% 88% 100.00%

The table indicates that irrespective style, correlations are dramatically inflated when 
compared to the full analysis period correlation presented above. The lowest correlation 
is between winner and loser shares which is a staggering 82% while all other correlations 
are well in excess of 85%. 

The figures above describe the two-sub periods where the dotted lines represent the styles 
cumulative performance during the extreme drawdown while the solid lines represent the 
cumulative performance during the partial recovery up until 22 April 2020. The results show that, 
consistent with the Q1 analysis presented, quality has continued to deliver, showing that it had 
the best response to the drawdown and has taken full advantage of the recovery experienced 
from 16 March 2020 to date. Once again, the market capitalisation weighting magnifies the 
returns for quality. The key take-aways of the analysis presented are:

I.    Growth has shown a resurgence specifically if growth strategy is benchmark cognisant
II.     Value, which has typically been found to outperform in extreme market reversals (from negative to positive), continues to underperform
III.  Quality seems to be the optimal style during the pandemic related market fluctuations. The result is logical given that quality is a 

combination of cash flow generation relative strength as well as balance sheet safety. Firms that display both qualities seem best 
placed to ‘weather the storm’ and command a premium when relative risk aversion is at its highest. 
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Disclaimer:

This document is strictly for information purposes only and should not be considered as an offer, or solicitation, to deal in any of the investments mentioned herein. Any information and opinions contained in this 
communication, and any supplemental information provided, is believed to be reliable but no representation or warranty is given as to its correctness, accuracy or completeness. Any representation or opinion is provided 
for information purposes only. We do not undertake to update, modify or amend the information on a frequent basis or to advise any person if such information subsequently becomes inaccurate. It is not intended to create, 
and shall not be capable of creating, any obligation or liability on the part of 27four Investment Managers or any of its affiliates, and shall not form part of any contract. All information and opinions provided are of a general 
nature and are not intended to address the circumstances of any particular individual or entity. We are not acting and do not purport to act in any way as an advisor or in a fiduciary capacity. Any decision to invest must 
be made by the recipient solely on the basis of its own independent judgement and research and subject to the terms and conditions governing applications to any relevant fund. No one should act upon such information 
or opinion without appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of a particular situation. While opinions stated are honestly held, they are not guarantees and should not be relied on. Please note that past 
performance figures are not audited and should not be taken as a guide to the future. 27four Investment Managers will not be held liable or responsible for any direct or consequential loss or damage suffered by any party 
as a result of that party acting on or failing to act on the basis of the information provided in this document. This document may not be amended, reproduced, distributed or published without the prior written consent of 
27four Investment Managers. 27four Investment Managers is an authorised financial services provider.


